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this free tool can be used to edit and generate
optional content as well as ensure that skyrim
no longer crashes when starting. using the
editing tools the player can easily change the
way the game functions such as making it
easier for the player to use weapons and
armor. the creation kit has very few
installation steps. just download the archive
and extract the contents to the directory your
skyrim saves are in. there is one step to be
done prior to installing, though. if you have
any mods installed that you dont want
clobbered by the creation kit, you'll need to
reinstall all those mods after the ck is
installed. to do so, right click on your skyrim
directory (the one youre installing to), and
select properties. then, click on the mod tab. if
there are any mods listed there that you want
to keep, click the uninstall button and repeat
the process until none are listed. the ck will
create a backup file (skyrim.r2reset.exe) that
you can restore instead of uninstalling. once
installed, it should ask whether it should be
used every time skyrim is launched, or just for
the next time. if you want it to automatically
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launch when you start the game, say yes. if
not, say no. the ck can also be run as a
program or batch file. it will install the files
into your skyrim directory in the
%appdata%�lts directory on windows, or
${appdata}/com/alt-disc/data on linux. so, the
mod might conflict with mods such as helix,
that alter the same directory; make sure you
use save slots, and other things to keep the
changes to a minimum. first things first: you
do have to launch the ck to set any options or
create a directory where your mods are
stored. then, you should use the save editor
(see section 11 of the mod's readme), and
have a readme file that explains your mods so
everyone knows what's going on.
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now, i am not a huge fan of the series of
games based on the elder scrolls series, but
when i see my favorite rpg series trying to

become more like fable, i am rather disturbed.
if you want a game that gets closer to the

original skyrim but with lots of improvements,
check out curse of skyrim. it is a re-creation of

the entire base game with modern graphics
and gameplay. it also includes a new

soundtrack and multiplayer. when i first
discovered skyrim, i was shocked to learn that
there was a space game based on the game,
and even more shocked that it was actually

very good. space is one of my favorite genres,
and this game fills that void very well. check
out 2.0. if you are a fan of games with a big
focus on community, you are going to love

modding forge. it is a community and forum
for modders of all levels. the forum is a great

place to post things like pictures and videos of
your mods, get feedback from other modders,
and learn about the things you need to do to
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get your mods to work. you can download the
free version of modding forge from steam or

modding forge website. the creation kit is
used to access almost every aspect of skyrim.
this is because it is the only way that you can
find data files that contain the full extent of
the game's data. for example, data files can
contain item information, monster statistics,

and more. most of the game's data is stored in
an in-memory data structure, and isn't directly
editable. the creation kit isn't even needed to
use most of the game, as it is more powerful
than the user interface. for example, the ui

doesn't allow for the creation of multiple
character classes, but the ck does.
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